We prove a quotient formula for absolutely summing operators, which allows us to generalize and to re-prove results of Konig, Pelczynski, Szarek, and TomczakJaegermann. In particular, we show that every known result about "computing q-summing norms with few vectors" extends to (p, q)-summing norms (1 Q q < p < co) without any singularity for p 4 q. 0
INTRODUCTION
In the local theory of Banach spaces the concept of summing operators is of special interest. The purpose of our paper is to establish a quotient formula which allows us to compute the absolutely (p, q)-summing norm in terms of the absolutely q-summing norm, more precisely THEOREM. Let 1 <q d r d p -c co, r < s < co, with l/r = l/p + l/s. Then we have for all n E N and for all operators T E 9( E, F) In view of applications, Theorem 1 allows us to extend known results about "computing q-summing norms with few vectors" to (p, q)-summing norms. So, for example, we give a simpler proof of a result of Szarek [SZA] (an improvement of a result of Kiinig [Kt)N]), which is based on the following fundamental theorem of Tomczak-Jaegermann [TOJ] : 2. COROLLARY. Let 2 <p< CO, nE N, and T be an operator with rank(T) < n. Then ~p,~V) G 4 ~;,~(T).
In the same way we can apply Theorem 1 to a result of Szarek [SZA] for the absolutely l-summing norm n,(T) 6 co 7~1 b(l+lnd(T) for all n E N, Banach spaces E with dim E = n, and all operators TE 9( E, F) (co a universal constant).
3. COROLLARY. Let 1 < p < co, n E N, and E be a Banach space with dim E = n. Then we have for all operators TE Y( E, F) 71p,l(T)~~0~~r~'+'nn)7(T).
More generally, Johnson and Schechtman [JOS] proved that n&T) < c&('+'"~) '( T) if 1 <q <2,
for all n E N, Banach spaces E with dim E= n, and all operators TE 9(E, F). Hence Theorem 1 implies:
4. COROLLARY.
Let 1 < q < p < co, n E N, and E be a Banach space with dim E = n. Then we have for all operators TE 9( E, F) T-c~,J T) 6 CJC;;;' +Inn)l( T) if ldq<2, np,J T) < c,n;;:/*(' +"'")I( T) if 2<q<cO.
Another application of our concept is the following generalization of a result of Pelczynski [PEL] .
5. THEOREM. Let 1 <q < p < 00 and n E N. Then we have ,for all operators TE 9(E, I",) np.& T) = $',,j T).
In particular, we obtain for all operators T with rank(T) < n np,q( 0 G 37$';(T).
Preliminaries.
We use standard Banach space notions. For all Banach spaces E and subspaces G c E we denote by B, the closed unit ball in E and by i,: G --t E, x --, x the canonical inclusion map. The standard reference on operator ideals is the monograph of Pietsch [PIE] . The ideals of all linear bounded, finite rank operators are denoted by 9, 9, respectively.
Let ( where the intinum is taken over all representations. Hence A c A"""'. Moreover, we are able to prove the following facts:
(1) (AC""", acon") is a Banach ideal.
(2) Let E or F finite dimensional. Then an operator TE LZ(E, F) is contained in the component (A""")* (E, F) if and only if there is a constant c 20 such that Itr(TS)I < ca(S) for all SE A(F, E). In this case we have (acon")* (T)=sup{)tr(TS)I ISEA(F, E), a(S)< l}.
The classical sequence spaces 1, and l;, 1 < p < 00, n E N, are defined in the usual way. Denote by i;,q: 1; --) 1; the formal identity map. Let (ek)k be the unit vectors in I,. With the preliminaries we set for n E N (N;,~, v&) := (AT', a?"') (iv,,,, v4,J := (A'""', aConV).
Hence W4,Py vq,p ) form the Banach ideal of nuclear operators. By straightforward computations we are able to prove the following trace duality between absolutely summing and nuclear operators. The primary result of our paper is the following lemma due to Maurey [MAl] .
2.1. LEMMA. For n E N and K a compact Hausdorff space we define iek@gkE9t[L, CtK))Itg&~CtK) I with mutually disjoint supports and 11 g,(( 5 6 1 for k = 1, . . . . n .
Then the closed, convex hull of M" is dense in { T E 2'( l", , C(K)) 1 /I TI( < 1).
The Maurey lemma has an interesting consequence for nuclear operators.
2.2. LEMMA. For 1 <q < p < 00 and n, m E N we define For q = r the equivalence can be found implicitly in [MAl] , using Nikishin's theorem. However, we emphasize that the techniques of Maurey are less elementary and do not lead to the local version of Theorem 1.
(2) For l/q = l/p + l/s the factorization theorem of Pietsch [PIE] yields the following factorization theorem for absolutely (p, q)-summing operators: TE Q,,(E, F) if and only if for all o E I,, D,E .Y(l,, I,), and R E Y(F, 1,) there are a compact Hausdorff space K, an isometry embedding i E Y(E, C(K)), a probability measure p on K and an operator SE .Z(L,(K, ,a), 1,) such that the following diagram commutes:
Corollaries 224 can be deduced immediately from Theorem 1. As an example we show the following proposition, which is based on a result of Figiel (see [TOJ] ): for all n, NE N with N= n(n + 1) l/2, N= .* in the real, complex case, respectively and for all operators T with rank(T) <n.
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let 2 <p < co, n E N, with N = n(n + ) l/2, N=n* in the real, complex case, respectively. Then we have for all operators T with rank(T) < n, n,,(T) = $U'). Applying again Proposition 1.1 completes the proof of the first assertion. The second assertion follows from the fact that every n-dimensional Banach space can be embedded 3-isomorphic into I r. a ACKNOWLEDGMENT Die vorliegende Arbeit widmen wir unseren Vltern, die leider zu friih gestorben sind.
